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We extend the class of double null sequences of complex numbers that are of 
bounded variation and prove the almost everywhere pointwise convergence as well 
as the convergence in the L,( T*)-metric for 0 < r < 1 of double Fourier series with 
such coefficients. We study mainly convergence in Pringsheim’s sense, either 
unrestricted or restricted, but regular convergence is also considered. i’ 1989 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(x, y) be a complex-valued function, 2x-periodic in each variable 
and integrable over the two-dimensional torus T* = ((x, y) E R* : x < x, 
y < x>, i.e., f E L,( T*). We will consider the double Fourier series of f 
defined by 
j=gx ,, cjk ei(J’+k“t (1.1) 
where 
(1.2) 
are the Fourier coefficients off for j, k = . . . . - 1, 0, l,.... 
*This research was completed while this author was a visiting professor at Syracuse 
University, New York, in the academic year 1986/87. 
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The pointwise convergence of series (1.1) is usually defined in 
Pringsheim’s sense as follows. Forming the (symmetric) rectangular partial 
sums 
s,,(f; x, y) = f i Cjk p + k.1,) (m, n = 0, 1, . ..). 
j=-mk=-” 
we say that series (1.1) converges unrestrictedly if s,,(f; x, y) converges to 
a finite limit as m and n tend to co independently of one another. 
We say that m and n tend restrictedly to cc if m and n tend to cc in such 
a way that the ratios mJn and n/m remain bounded. Accordingly, series 
(1.1) converges restrictedly if s,,(f; x, y) converges to a finite limit as m and 
n tend restrictedly to co. (See, for example, [6, Vol. 2, pp. 303, 3093.) 
Following Hardy [ 11, we say that series (1.1) converges regufarly if 
(a) it converges (unrestrictedly) in Pringsheim’s ense, 
(b) for each fixed k, the single series 
clk e 
i( j.Y + ky) 
j= -a 
(the kth “row” of series (1.1)) converges, and 
(c) for each fixed j, the single series 
f Clke 
1(/.X + k-v) 
k= --a, 
(the jth “column” of series ( 1.1)) converges, 
As is known, if conditions (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied, then the sum of 
series (1.1) can also be computed by iterated summations: 
lim s,,(f; x, Y) = f m,n-m 
j= --oo ,z, cjk e;(j’+b)= f 
,= -cc k= -cc 1 
= ,,ff, [jga cjk eii-+ky)]. 
2 MAIN RESULTS 
Let {c&j, k: . . . . - 1, 0, l,...} be a double sequence of complex numbers. 
We shall use the notations 
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In the sequel, m and n denote nonnegative integers, while p and q are 
positive integers defined by 
p=[;lm]-m+l and q= [An]-n+ 1, (2.1) 
where [ .] means the greatest integral part and 1. is a real parameter ang- 
ing over an interval 1 < A d ;1, with a fixed &, 1 < &, d 2. 
Our main results provide sufficient conditions for the a.e. (almost 
everywhere) convergence of series (1.1) as well as its convergence in the 
L,( T2)-metric for 0 < r < 1 under integrability conditions of S and certain 
conditions on { cjk > expressing a property which may be called “generalized 
bounded variation.” 





where K is a finite constant not depending on A, 1 < ,J < &,, p and q are 
defined by (2.1). 
(i) If (1.1) is the Fourier series of a function fE L,log+ L(T2), then 
series ( 1.1) converges a.e. to f: 
(ii) Zf (1.1) is the Fourier series of a function f E L,( T’), then series 
(1.1) converges restrictedly a.e. to f: 
As usual, L,log+L( T2) is the class of measurable functions f such that 
1 f ( max( 1, log If ( ) is integrable over T2. 
Remark 1. If (1.1) is the Fourier series of a function f E L, (T’), then 
Cjk + 0 as max(ljl, lkl) -S CO. (2.4) 
(See, e.g., [6, Vol. 2, p. 3011.) 
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Remark 2. The conditions in (2.3) imply that for all 1 < 1 <A, and for 
all k, and j,,, respectively, 
(2.5) 
with the same constant K as in (2.3). 
Indeed, for example, by (2.4) 
k = ko k=ko 
whence 
i-c-’ IA Id 
m 
10cjkol <t,E’ lil f ldllcjkl 
m k= -m 
and (2.5) (i) follows from (2.3) (i). In a similar manner, (2.5) (ii) follows 
from (2.3) (ii). 
THEOREM 2. Assume that conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied, 
0 < r < 1, and p, q are defined by (2.1). Zf (1.1) is the Fourier series of a 
function f E L,( T’), then 
lim IbAf 1 -f II r = 0. (2.6) m, ”4 52 
Here and in the sequel, lI.Il r denotes the L,( r*) pseudo-norm defined by 
llfllr=~z j- If(x,y)l’dx& --7[ -77 
By means of Lemma 6 in Section 3, Theorems 1 and 2 imply the follow- 
ing two corollaries. The first of them can be considered the extension of a 
theorem of V. Stanojevic [S] from single to double Fourier series in the 
case of first-order differences. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf conditions in (2.2) are satisfied and the finite limits 
(2.7) 
exist, then the conclusions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold true. 
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COROLLARY 2. If conditions in (2.2) are satisfied and the finite limits in 
(2.7) exist, then the conclusion ef Theorem 2 holds true. 
As a by-product of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, the following two 
theorems can be obtained which seem to be of interest in themselves. In 
both cases we set i = 2 in the definitions of p and q in (2.1). 
THEOREM 3. If conditions in (2.2) are satisfied and 
lim 1_2mc’ (2m- ljl) jJ /d,,cjkl =O, 
m-=m III =m k= -z 
lim ‘*‘,I (2n- lkl) f ldllcjkI =O, 
n-m n Ikl=n j= -5 
then the conclusions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold true. 
(2.8) 
THEOREM 4. If conditions in (2.2) and (2.8) are satisfied, then the conclu- 
sion of Theorem 2 holds true. 
Remark 3. It is routine to check that if 
(2.9) 
then both limits in (2.7) exist and equal 0, furthermore, both conditions in 
(2.8) are satisfied. Condition (2.9) expresses that the double sequence {c/k} 
is of bounded variation. Thus, the ordinary notion of bounded variation is 
a special case of those expressed either by the existence of the limits in (2.7) 
or by the fulfillment of (2.8). 
The particular case when the coefficients of series (1.1) satisfy conditions 
(2.4) and (2.9) was studied in [4] without the additional assumption that 
(1.1) is the double Fourier series of a function fE Ll(T2). 
Remark 4. We reformulate and generalize a theorem of V. Stanojevic 
[S] in the case of first-order differences as follows. Let g(x) be a complex- 
valued, 2n-periodic function, g E L,(T), T = {x E R: --x < x < X} the one- 
dimensional torus, 
c dj e@’ 
the Fourier series of g, where 
(2.10) 
d, = & 11 g(x) e-@ dx (i = . . . . - 1, 0, 1, . ..). 
II 
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Now if 
limsup: 2 ljl IAd, QK, 
m’co P I.jl=m 
(2.11) 
where Ad, = d, - d, + 1 and K is a constant, not depending on 1, 1 < A < A,, 
p is defined in (2.1), then series (2.10) converges pointwise a.e. as well as 
in the L,( T)-metric for every r, 0 < r < 1: 
lim lb,(g)-gII,=O, (2.12) m-n3 
where 
s,(g; x)= f die”” (m = 0, 1, . ..) 
j= -m 
and 
Ilsll, = jn Igb)l’ dx. -77 
These same conclusions can be drawn if instead of (2.11) we require that 
lim L2mf1 (2m- ljl) lAdi\ =O. 
m-mm bl=m 
(2.13) 
We note that statement (2.12) and condition (2.13) do not appear in 
[S], but the corresponding proofs can be achieved by an argument similar 
to that used there to prove the pointwise convergence. 
Combining Theeorems l-4 with the above generalized theorem of 
V. Stanojevic, we can even prove regular convergence in them instead of 
convergence in Pringsheim’s sense under the same assumptions. 
In fact, by Fubini’s theorem, the Fourier coefficients cjk defined by (2.1) 
can be rewritten as 
f(x, y) epib dy e-“.X dx. 
This means that, for every fixed k, the { cjk: j= . . . . - 1, 0, 1, . ..} are the 
Fourier coefficients of the function gk defined by 
gktX)=& j” f(x,y)epik”& (k = . . . . - 1, 0, l)... ). R 
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In other words, the single Fourier series 
of g, coincides with the kth row of the double series (1.1) up to the 
factor eikY. 
Since for each fixed k, f~ L ,( T*) implies that g, E L I (T), conditions (2.3) 
and (2.8) imply (2.11) and (2.13) for d,= cjk, respectively ((cf. (2.5)), we 
can conclude that the kth row of series (1.1) converges a.e. as well as in the 
L,( T*)-metric for 0 < r < 1. 
An argument of the same sort shows that every column of (1.1) 
converges in both senses as well. This completes the proof of the regular 
convergence of series ( 1.1) both a.e. and in the L,( T*)-metric. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The basic tools in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are the first arithmetic 
means (also called (C, 1, 1 )-means) and the generalized de la Vallie-Poussin 
means of series (1.1) defined as 
1 
o,‘(J1x’y)=(m+l)(n+l),=,,_,s~~ f i u-;&Y) 
and 
respectively. In these formulas, m and n are nonnegative integers, while 
p =p(m) and q = q(n) are positive integers. 
We say that series (1.1) is (unrestrictedfy) (C, 1, 1) summahfe if 
a,,(f; x, y) converges to a finite limit as m and n tend to co independently 
of one another, and is restrictedly (C, 1, 1) summabfe if a,,(f; x, y) con- 
verges as m and n tend restrictedly to co. 
The following result is due to Jessen, Marcinkiewicz, and Zygmund 
[2, 3). (See also [6, Vol. 2, pp. 308-3091.) 
LEMMA 1. (i) Zfff L, log+L(T*), then series (1.1) is (C, 1, 1) summabfe 
tof(x, y) a.e. 
(ii) Zff~ L,(T*), then series (1.1) is restrictedly (C, 1, 1) summable to 
Ax, Y 1 a.e. 
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The next result is an immediate consequence of Fejer’s theorem, which 
is extendable to multiple Fourier series. (See, e.g., [6, Vol. 2, p. 3043.) 
LEMMA 2. Zff~ L ,( T2), then 
Ilo,, -fll I + 0 asm,n-+a. 
We will next show that if 
~,,(f; XT Y) +fcG Y) as m, n + cc (perhaps restrictedly) 
on some subset of T2, then for any i > 1 
z mn; & 4 Y) +f(x, Y) as m, n -+ co (restrictedly) 
on the same set. This follows immediately from the following lemma, whose 
counterpart for single series is well known. 
LEMMA 3. If 
as m, n + co (perhaps restrictedly) 
and 
;= O(1) and i=O(l), (3.1) 
then 
t mn;py =i mT$P ’ “I$ I sjk + s as m, n + co (restrictedly). 
I m 




Now the (possibly restricted) convergence of ornn to s implies that of z,,,,,;~~ 
to s via the last inequality and (3.1). 
The next result is a version of Lemma 3 when pointwise convergence is 
replaced by convergence in the L,( T’)-metric. 
LEMMA 4. If conditions in (3.1) are satisfied and 
IbmLf) -fll I + 0 asm,n-+co, 
then 
II tmn; p,(f) -fll I + 0 as rn,n+ co. 
Since the proof of this lemma runs along the same lines as that of 
Lemma 3, we omit it. 
In the sequel, we shall use the notations 
w(x)= 1 -e-‘-’ and w(y)= 1 -e-j”. 
Performing an “Abel-transformation-like” rearrangement yields the 
following. 
LEMMA 5. For all m <j and n < k, 
w(x) w(y) i i c,, ei(ux+u~) 
u=m v=n 





i((m- 1 r+k.v) 
+C,,ei((m-l)r+(n-l).l.) 
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Proof This is a straightforward computation (cf. [4]). 
Finally, our last lemma makes it clear how Corollaries 1 and 2 follow 
from Theorems 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 6. Let p be defined by (2.1). Then the existence of the limits in 
(2.7) imply the corresponding relations in (2.3) for all A, 1 < i, < Lo. 
Proof As a pattern, we show that if the limit in (2.7) (i) exists and 
equals a finite number y, say, then we have (2.3) (i) with K= y, independ- 
ent of the value of 1. 
To this effect, let 
Then clearly 
Given any E > 0, by (2.7) (i) we have for large enough m, 
Taking into account that 
it follows from (3.2) that 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, hence we can conclude (2.3) (i) with K= y. 
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4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We start with the obvious inequality 
Part 1. By Lemma 5, 
IA lOCu,n+l 
u=m+l L‘= --n U=Wl+l 
Thus, 
be) ++)I 
P4 u=m+l u= -” 
+“-=y-’ i i IA,lc,,l 
, m+l u=m+l L’== -” 
lm+p-I j 
+I, .== , m+, u=;+, IA~ocu..+~l+;;+$;: i,, IA,ocu,-.I 
+bm:$-’ i lAo,Cj+,,uI+ i’ lAolcm+1,uI 
m u= --n L‘= --n 
+jm+$-’ CICj+l,n+ll+lCj+l,--nl+lCm+l,n+*l+ICm+l,--nil 
I m 
= B,, + B,, + . . . + B,,, say. (4.2) 
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It is easy to see that 
since by (2.1) 
m+p-u<(l-1)u for u>m+ 1. (4.4) 
In a similar manner, it follows that 
and 
(4.6) 
Obviously, by (2.2) (ii), 
and 
B,,< f Ido, cm+1,“l --+o asm+ co. (4.8) 
u= -cm 
Finally, by (2.4), 
B,,+O as max(m, n) + 00. (4.9) 
Combining (2.3) (i), (2.5) (i), (4.2), and (4.4)-(4.9) yields for 
0 < I-4, IYI G 71, 
all 
m,n-cc P4 j=m 
whence by reason of symmetry, 
6K(A- 1) 
:y,y B1 d Iw(x) w(y)\. (4.10) 
409/140/1-4 
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Part 2. An analogous computation gives for all 0 < 1.~1, ~11 < 71, 
(4. I I ) 
Part 3. Applying Lemma 5 again, 
INX) W(Y)1 i i c,, e i(ur + 1.1 ) 
u=m+, I =,,+ I 
?$+I 3+* I 
d,,c,,I + i l~,O~U,k+,l 
u=m+ I 
k 
+ Ic m+l,k+ll+lCm+l,n+ll’ 
Thus, 
P4 
+ Ic m+l,k+lI+ICm+I,n+l~I 
= 4, + B,, + . . . + B,,, say. (4.12) 
BY (4.4), 






B33=jy; (m+P-u) l~locu,.+ll G 
By (2.1) (cf. (4.4)), 





Finally, by (2.4), 




Collecting (2.3)(i), (2.5), and (4.12)-(4.18) yields for all 0 < 1x1, IyI < 7c, 
tn.“*m P4 i-m 
whence, by symmetry, 
20K( A - 1) 
:ysu_p B3b Iw(x) w(y)1 . 
(4.19) 
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Putting (4.1) (4.10), (4.11), and (4.19) together, we can conclude for all 
0 < 1.4, 1.Y d 71, 
lim sup I r,,;Jf; x, Y) - s,,(f; x, v)l G 




An argument similar to that which led to (4.20) yields, for every 
O<r<l, 
lim sup Il~m,~,,(f) - .~Ull, m,n-u; 
(4.21) 
On the basis of estimates (4.20) and (4.21), we can easily complete the 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By (4.20), for all 0~ 1x1, lyl <rc, 
lim 
i.+l+O 
lim sup bmnipq(f; x,y)-hdf; x,y)l =O. (4.22) 
m,“-m 
Taking into account that 
I&ml(f; 4 Y) -f (4 Y)l 
< h,,,(f; x, Y) - t,m;py(f; x, Y)I + bmn;,w,(f; x, Y) -f (x3 ~11, (4.23) 
while making use of (4.22), Lemmas 1 and 3, we can immediately obtain 
both conclusions in Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since 
[w(x)1 =2 sin? 






the integral in (4.21) is finite for every 0 < r < 1. Letting 2 + 1 + 0 gives 
i. “y+ o k; :Ul lbmn; p&f) - &n,(f) /I r = 0. (4.24) 
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It follows from (4.23) that 
II&mu) -fll r 6 Il%H”u-) - ?nn;,,u-)II r+ llL;,,W -0 r. 
Now we use (4.24) and Lemmas 2 and 4 to obtain the conclusion of 
Theorem 2. 
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